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Use case overview 
To simulate post-trade processing of securities, we have created a series of use cases that model typical 

steps in the front-to-back (ftb) flow – from execution to settlement.  These have been prepared with inputs 

from DTCC and ICMA to reflect current industry practices and efforts to promote efficiencies in the ftb 

workflow.  The use cases help model the event processing and data representation for each step in the 

workflow utilizing specific aspects of the ISDA CDMTM securities definition.  Participants are encouraged to 

implement these into an end-to-end workflow, demonstrating support for business process and non-

functional requirements such as state transition, data lineage, data segregation, and reporting.  

The first 3 use cases will be given to the participants ahead of the event to help: 

 Promote understanding of the securities model in CDM 

 Bootstrap participant platforms with sample trades in the CDM representation 

 Map CDM definitions to local, platform specific models. 

This offers an opportunity for participants to become acquainted with the test trade data.  We expect 

participants will have primed their solutions by loading the trades and completing the pre-event use cases. 

The remainder of the use cases will be shared on the day of the event.  Please note that the use cases 

provided during the event will build on the trade and reference data made available to the participants 

ahead of the event. 

A mockup of one sample trade with relevant data structures, lineage, and economic terms for each use case 

may be found in Excel. This is to help participants come up to speed with the model quickly and validate 

participant solutions.  It is not intended to be directly implemented or extended in the solutions.   
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Use Case 1: Execution 
 

Description 

For UC1, participants will model the initial state of the trade once both parties to the trade have agreed on 

the price and other economic terms.  In a securities transaction, an executing broker/dealer [BD1]1 trades 

on behalf of their client [C1]2 to a buy (or sell) a security [T]3.  Generally, this takes the form of a block trade 

that is then allocated across client subaccounts, if necessary.  The opposite side of the trade is facilitated by 

another broker/dealer [BD2]4 acting on behalf of their client [C2]5.  In this set-up, client [C1] is considered 

as the “Client”, executing broker [BD1] is “Executing Entity,” and the opposing broker [BD2] is defined as 

the “Counterparty.”   

 

Conforming to industry practices, please be advised that in the data itself, per the diagram below, the 

executing broker [BD1] would know their client’s info [C1] and only see the opposing broker/dealer’s 

information [BD2] and not the identity of their client [C2].   

 

Example of the roles in a Security Trade 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Input 

 JSON file: “UC1_Block_Trade_BT*” 

 

For the event we are providing 10 executed block trades (BT1 – BT10) in CDM format. Participants are 

encouraged to work out the use cases for one trade end-to-end before progressing on others. The 

implementation should be able to handle any errors in the input data definitions, by demonstrating a robust 

exception workflow and resolution. 

 

                                                           
1
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2
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3
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 C2=Client 2 
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Task Objective 

Participants are required to convert trades from CDM representation to native representation and set-up 

relevant account static on their platforms. 

 

It is important to gain familiarity with the data structures, account references, and trade economic details 

captured in JSONs.  This block trade forms the basis of all subsequent use cases in establishing data lineage. 

 

Specific Tasks 

 Load JSON file “UC1_Block_Trade_BT*” 

 Translate CDM to native representation on platform 

 Structure all counterparty roles 

 Review trade economics 

 Capture relevant keys 

 

Outputs 

 Generate an execution report that captures trade economics, party details, and status 

 Reports should validate 

o Number and types of unique parties:  

 one client 

 one executing broker (client’s broker) 

 counterparty broker  

o Party roles  

 Identify Client party, and if they act as a seller or buyer 

 Identity Executing Entity party, and confirm they are on the same side of Buy/Sell 

as the client 

 Identify Counterparty broker, and confirm they have the opposite side of Executing 

Entity 

o Relevant economic details – security type, quantity, price, etc., 

 

Additional Resources6 

Refer to Appendix – UC1 for key CDM data definitions specific to the use case from JSON input files and 

Rosetta workbench  

                                                           
6
 Not required to implement the use cases.  Provided to help navigate the model. 
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Use Case 2: Allocation 
 

Description 

The block trade from UC1 is then broken into subparts to represent trades that the client manages for its 

subaccounts.  The task of allocation is performed by the executing broker [BD1] on behalf of their client 

[C1].  The client [C1] sends the relevant shape (quantity and accounts) to map to the trades.  As part of the 

allocation, the executing broker [BD1] assigns standard settlement instructions [SSIs] associated with each 

of the subaccounts.  For simplicity in this hackathon, we are only allocating to 2 client subaccounts.  In 

practice, there are a multitude of client subaccounts to manage. 

 

In summary, for UC2, the broker [BD1] assigns allocations to their client’s [C1] subaccounts [CS1 & CS2].  

The SSIs (standard settlement instructions) are added at the allocation by the broker [BD1].   

 

Please note that the total of all related allocation quantities needs to equal the block trade quantity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inputs 

 Block trades in native representation on the platform from UC1 

 JSON file “UC2_Allocation_Trade_AT*” 

 Input file “UC2_Allocation_Instructions.json” to generate CDM allocation event - (optional) 

 

Corresponding to each block input trade from UC1, there will be one allocation JSON file, which will capture 

two allocated trade executions across different sub-accounts. The event and data structures are similar to 

block execution trades, completed in UC1. 
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Task Objective 

Focus is similar to UC1.  Participants must ingest/consume the allocation trades on their platform and 

demonstrate lineage to the block trade.   

 

As part of this exercise, participants are expected to validate account references, trade economic details, 

flag any errors, and demonstrate remediation. Similar to UC1, focus on completing one allocation file and 

progressing to next use case, before going through the full population. 

  

Specific Tasks 

 Load JSON file “UC2_ Allocation_Trade_AT*” 

 Translate CDM to native representation on platform 
 Ensure lineage from allocation trades to the block trade 

 Review reference details such as all counterparty accounts and roles, allocated trade economics, 

applied SSI details on subaccounts 
 Ensure sum of allocations is equal to block trades 

 Validate trades against CDM data rules 

 Bonus 1: Generate CDM JSON objects from inputs provided – “UC2_Allocation_Instructions.json”. 

This is aimed to demonstrate understanding of the Execution event definition in CDM. 

 Bonus 2: Use CDM’s allocation functional spec to implement the event (refer to “How To” on CDM 

functional specs under Downloads section) 

 

Output 

 Generate an allocation report that captures trade economics, party details, and status 

 Reports should  

o Validate the lineage to Execution event 

o Validate the number and type of unique parties: 

 Same execution entity and counterparty broker as Execution event 

 Existing client from execution event 

 New clients as specified in allocation instructions 

 New client has roles similar to client role in block trade 

o Test allocated trades: 

 Test lineage of the allocated trades to the Execution event  

 Validate the economic terms of allocated trades match with Execution economic 

terms 

Associated Files & Descriptions 

Refer to Appendix – UC2 for key CDM field guide and relevant JSON excerpts. 

  

https://www.creativeservices.barclays/ehome/barclays-derivhack-2019/downloads/login.php?
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Use Case 3:  Affirmation 
 

Description 

The allocated trades from UC2 are required to be affirmed by the client subaccounts before the process can 

move to confirmation and settlement.   

 

For UC3, the sub-account clients [CS1 and CS2] must each affirm the allocation assignment performed by 

their executing broker [BD1] on their behalf.     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In CDM, affirmation is recorded as a status change associated with each of the allocated trades. 

 

Inputs 

 Output from UC2 (leverage existing allocated trades with SSIs) 

 

Task Objective 

For this use case participants must generate relevant CDM objects and link them to associated allocated 

trades.  Additionally, they would have to simulate how the process of affirmation would work on their 

platforms across multiple clients in a validated and exception flow.  Some of the sample allocations from 

previous UC3 contain data inconsistencies that participants can use to simulate exception workflow.  

 

We are also providing affirmation documents in CDM format – “UC3_Affirmation_*.json” corresponding to 

each subaccount allocation.  These can be used as reference files to validate participant UC3 solutions. 

 

Specific Tasks 

 Generate a CDM object referencing an affirmation to link to the allocated trades 

 Simulate the process of affirmation from client on your platform and how it links to the CDM 

definition 

 Demonstrate status of affirmation as Affirmed / Unaffirmed 

 Bonus: Define function spec for affirmation in CDM 

 

Allocation Event 
Executing Broker 

[BD1] vs 

Counterparty 

[BD2] 

Executing Broker 

[BD1] vs Client 

[CS1] 

Executing Broker 

[BD1] vs Client 

[CS2] 

Original Trade 

Allocated Trade #1 

Allocated Trade #2 

Affirmation #1 

Affirmation #2 

CS1 & CS2 [Sub account 

clients] affirm 
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Output 

 Generate an allocation report that captures party details and status 

 Report should 

o Validate the lineage to Allocation event 

o Validate that only the client(s) referred to in the post-allocation event receive affirmation 

 Test status 

o Test that the status is “Affirmed” 

 

Associated Files & Descriptions 

Refer to Appendix – UC3 for key CDM field guide and relevant JSON excerpts. 
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Appendix UC1  
 

CDM Rosetta Model 
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Sample JSON  

Event code: 
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Party code: 

 

Execution code: 
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Appendix UC2 
 

CDM Rosetta Model 

 
 

 
 

Sample JSON 

Event code 
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Party code 

 

Execution code 
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Appendix UC3 
 

CDM Rosetta Model 

 
 

Sample JSON 

Event code   

 

Party code 
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Status 

 

 

 


